
71. CASE CONCERXWNG THE CONTINENTAL SHELF (LIBYAN ARAB 
JAMA131RNAfMALTA) (APPI,ICATION FOR I'ERMISSION TO INTERVENE) 

,ludgment of 21 Marclr 1984 

In its Judgment in respect af Italy's application for permis- 
sion to intervene under Article 62 of the Statute in the case 
concerning the Continental Shelf between Libya a d  Malta, 
the Court, by 1 1 votes to 5, found that Italy's requast for per- 
mission to intervene could not be granted. 

The Court was compoal & follows: PZesiaknt Elias; 
Vice-President Sette-Camma; Judges Lachs, Morozov, 
Nagendra Singh, Ruda, Oda, Ago, El-Khani., Schwebel, Sir 
Robert Jennings, de Lacharricke, Mbaye, Badjaoui; Judges 
ad hoc Jimenez de Mhaga ,  CastaiIeda. 

ian Government an Application for permission to intervene 
under Article 62 of the Statute. The Governments of the Lib- 
y a  Arab Jamahiriya and Malta submitted written observa- 
tions om this Application on 5 December 1983, within the 
time-linlit fixed for that purpose. Objection having been 
raised to Italy's application to intervene, the Court, in accord- 
ance with Article 84 of its Rules, held sittings between 25 
and 30 January 1984 to hear the Parties and the State seeking 
to intervene on the question whether the Italian Application 
for permission to intervene should or should not be granted. 

Provisions of the Statute and Rules of Court concerning 
intervention 

(para. 10) 
~udges Mommv, ~ a ~ e n d r a  sin@, Mbaye and J'imenez de Article 62 of the Statute, invoked by Italy, pmvides as fol- Ar€chaga appended separate lopinions to the Judgment. lows: 
VicePresident Sette-Cmara, Judges Odla, Ago, " 1. Should a State consider that it has an interest of a 

Schwebel and Sir Robert Jenn~ings appendedciisse~iting opin- legal 118m which may be affected by be decision in be 
ions to the Judgment. case, it may submit a request to the Court to be permitted 

Proceedings before the Coun! 
(paras. 1 to9) 

In its Judgment, the Court recalled that on 26 July 1982, 
the Governments of Libya and Malta jointly notified to it a 
Special Agreement concluded between them a n  23 May 
1976 for the submission to the: Court of a dispute concerning 
the delimitation of the continental shelf between those two 
countries. 

In amordance with the Statute and the Rules of Court, the 
proceedings took their cow: having regard to the terms of 
the Agreement between the two countries. Th~e Memorials of 
both Parties were. filed on 215 April 1983 and the Counter- 
Memorials on 26 October 1983. 

Since the Court did not inciude upon the bench a judge of 
Libyan or Maltese nationaliry, each of the Rmrties exercised 
the right conferred by Artic1,e: 31 of the Statute to choose a 
judge ad hdc to sit in the cw:. The Libyan Puab llamahiriya 
designated Judge Jim6nez cle M h a g a  and Malta Judge 
Cas Weds. 

On 24 October 1983, the lkegishy received from the Ital- 

to intervene. 
"2. It shall be for the Court to decide upon this 

request." 
Under Article 81, paragraph 2, of the Rules of Court, an 

applicalion for permission to intervene under Article 62 of 
the Statute shall specify the case to which it relates, and shall 
set out: 

"(a) the interest of a legal nature which the State 
applying to intervene considers may be affected by the 
decision in that case; 

"(b) the precise object of the intervention; 
"(c) my basis of jurisdiction which is claimed to exist 

as between the State applying to intervene! and the Parties 
to the: case." 

Formal admissibility of the Italian Application for pennis- 
sion to intervene 

(paras. 10-12) 

Noting that the Italian Application complied formally with 
the three conditions set out in Article 8 1, paragraph 2, of the 
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Rules and that it was not filed out of time, the Court con- 
cluded that it had no formal defect which would render it 
inadmissible. 

Statement of the contentions of Italy and oftlie two hm'es 
(paras. 13-27) 

The Court summarid the contentions advanced by Italy 
in its Application and oral argument (paras. .13-17). It noted 
in particular that the legal interest invoked b:y Italy was con- 
stituted by the protection of the sovereign rights which it 
claimedover certain areas of continental shelf en cause in the 
case between the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Malta. It also 
noted that the object of the intervention was tc3 permit Italy to 
defend those rights, so that the Court should be as fully 
informed of them as possible, and so that it might be in a 
position to take due account of them in its &cision and pro- 
vide the Parties with every needful indicatio:n to ensure that 
they do not, when they conclude their delimitation agree- 
ment pursuant to the Court's Judgment, include any areas 
over which Italy has rights. Finally, the Cc~urt noted that, 
according to Italy, Article 62 of the Statute afforded a suffi- 
cient basis of jurisdiction in this case, which did not need to 
be complemented by a special jurisdictional link between 
itself and the Parties to the case. 

The Court then summarized the arguments put forward by 
the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (paras. 18-24) and by Malta 
(paras. 25-27), both in their written observations on the Ital- 
ian Application and in their Counsel's oral aq, 'went. 

Interest of a legal nature and object of the intervention 
( p a .  28-38) 

In order to determine whether the Italian request is justi- 
fied, the Court had to consider the interest of a legal name 
which, it was claimed, might be affected, and lto do this it had 
to assess the object of the Application and the: way in which 
that object corresponds to what is contemplated by the Stat- 
ute, namely to ensure the protection of an "interest of a legal 
nature", by preventing it from being "affected" by the deci- 
sion. 

The Court recalled that in the case of an int~rvention, it is 
normally by reference to the definition of its interest of a legal 
nature and the object indicated by the State seeking to inter- 
vene that the Court should judge whether or nc~t the interven- 
tion is admissible. It had nonetheless to asct:rtain the true 
object of the claim. In this case, taking into Eccount all the 
circumstances as well as the nature of the sutbject matter of 
the proceedings instituted by Libya and Malta, it appeared to 
the Court that, while formally Italy was reques,ting the Court 
to safeguard its rights, the unavoidable practical effect of its 
request was that the Court would be called upon to recognize 
those rights, and hence, for the purpose of being able to do 
so, to make a finding, at least in part, on disputes between 
Italy and one or both of the Parties. Italy was in fact request- 
ing the Court to pronounce only on what genuinely apper- 
tains to Malta and Libya. But for the Court to b: able to carry 
out such an operation, it would first have to determine the 
areas over which Italy has rights and those over which it has 
none. It would therefore have to make findings ris to the exist- 
ence of Italian rights over certain areas, and as 1:o the absence 
of such Italian rights in other areas. The Court would thus be 
called upon, in order to give effect to the intervention, to 
determine a dispute, or some part of a dispute, between Italy 
and one or both of the principal Parties, which vvould involve 
it in adjudicating on the legal relations between Italy and 
Libya without the consent of Libya, or on those 'between Italy 
and Malta without the consent of Malta. Its decision could 

not be interpreted mcmmly as not "affecting" those rights, but 
would be one either recognizing or rejecting them, in whole 
or in part. 

The consequences of the Court's finding, that to permit the 
intervention would involve the introduction of a fresh dis- 
pute, could be defined by reference to either of two 
app~naches to the interpretation of Article 62 of the Statute. 

According to the f i t  approach, since Italy was requesting 
the Court to decide on the rights which it had claimed, the 
Court would have to decide whether it was competent to 
give, by way of intervention procedure, the decision 
requested by Italy. As already noted, the Italian Government 
maintained that the operation of Article 62 of the Statute was 
itself sufficient to mate  the basis of jurisdiction of the Court 
in this case. It appeared to the Court that, if it were to admit 
the Italian contention, it would thereby be admitting that the 
procedure of intervention under Article 62 would constitute 
an exception to the fundamental principles underlying its 
jurisdiction: primarily the principle of consent, but also the 
principles of reciprocity and equality of States. The Court 
considered that an exception of this kind could not be admit- 
ted unless it were very clearly expressed, which was not the 
case. It therefore con!ridered that appeal to Article 62 should, 
if it were to justify an intervention in a case such as that of the 
Italian Application, be backed by a basis of jurisdiction. 

According to the wxond approach, in aaase in which the 
State requesting the :intervention asked the Court to give a 
judgment on the rights which it was claiming, this would not 
be a genuine interven~tion within the meaning of Article 62. 
That Article would :not derogate from the consensualism 
which underlies the jllrisdiction of the Court, since the only 
cases of intervention i~orded  by that Article would be those 
in which the intervener was only seeking the preservation of 
its rights, without attempting to have them recognized. There 
was nothing to suggest that Article 62 was intended as an 
alternative means of twinging an additional dispute as a case 
before the Court, or a s  a method of asserting the individual 
rights of a State not a party to the case. Such a dispute may 
not be brought before the Court by way of intervention. 
The Court found ttrat the intervention requested by Italy 

fell into a category which, on Italy's own showing, is one 
which cannot be accepted. That conclusion followed from 
either of the two approaches outlined above, and the Court 
accordingly did not ha.ve to decide between them. 

Since the Court considered that it should not go beyond the 
considerations which were in its view necessary to its deci- 
sion, the various.other questions raised before the Court in 
the proceedings as to the conditions for, and operation of. 
intervention under Article 62 of the Statute did not have to be 
dealt with by the Judgment. In particular the Court, in order 
to arrive at its decision on the Application of Italy to inter- 
vene in the present case, did not have to rule on the question 
whether, in general, any intervention based on Article 62 
must, as a condition fclr its admission, show the existence of 
a valid jurisdictional link. 

Protection of Italy 's interests 
(paras. 39 to 43) 

Italy had also urged the impossibility, or at least the greatly 
increased difficulty, of the Court's performing the task 
entrusted to it by the Special Agreement in the absence of 
participation in the pramdings by Italy as intervener. Whilst 
recognizing that if the Court were fully enlightened as to the 
claims and contentions of Italy it might be in a better position 
to give the Parties such indications as would enable them to 
delimit their areas of continental shelf without difficulty 



(even though sufficient information for the p u p s  of safe- 
guarding Italy's rights had been supplied during the present 
proceedings), the Court noted that the question was not 
whether the participation of 1:raly might be useful or even 
necessary to the Court; it was whether, assumiing I d y  's non- 
participation, a legal interest of Italy would be en cause, or 
was likely to be affected by the! decision. 

The Court considered that it was possible to take into 
account the legal interest of Itiily-as well as ,of other States 
of the Mediterranean region-while replying to the questions 
raised in the Special Agreerne~xt, The rights claimed by Italy 
would be safeguarded by Article 59 of the !Statute, which 
provides that "The decision of the Court has no binding force 
except between the parties and in respect of that particular 
case". It was clear from this that the principles and rules of 
international law found by the Court to be applicable to the 
delimitation between Libya and Malta, and the indications 
given by the Court as to their application in practice, could be 
relied on by the parties against my other State. Furthermore, 
there could be no doubt that the Court would, in its future 
judgment in the case, take account, as a fact, of the existence 
of other States having claims in the region. The judgment 
would not merely be limited in. its effects by Article 59 of the 
Statute; it would be expressedl, upon its face, to be withwt 
prejudice to the rights and titles of third States. 

Interpretation of Article 62 
@=. 44-46) 

Reverting to the question as to whether or ncrt an intervener 
has to establish a jurisdictional link as between it and the 

principal Parties to the case, the Court recalled that it had 
already made a summary of the origin and evolution of Arti- 
cle 62 of the Statute of the Court in its Judgment of 14 April 
198 1 on the Application of Malta for permission to intervene 
in the ZbnisialLibya case:The Court had found it possible to 
reach a decision on the present Application without generally 
resolving the vexed question of the "valid link of jurisdic- 
tion" (see above), and no more needed to be said than that the 
Court was convinced of the wisdom of the conclusion 
reached Iby its predecessor in 1922 that it should not attempt 
to resolve in the Rules of Court the various questions which 
have been raised, but leave them to be decided as and when 
they acc~lrred in practice and in the light of the circumstances 
of each particular case. . 

Operative clause 
(para. 47) 

For these reasons, the Court found that the Application of 
the Italian Republic for permission to intervene under Article 
62 of the Statute of the Court could not be granted. 
IN FAVOUR: President Elias, Judges Lachs, Morozov, 

Nager~dra Singh, Ruda, El-Khani, de: Lacharrihre, 
Mbayle, Bedjaoui; Judges ad hac Jimbnez de Arkhaga 
and Cstaileda. 

AGAINST: Vice-President Sette-Camara, Judges Oda, Ago, 
Schwt:bel and Sir Robert Jennings. 




